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Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to 
Phonetic Skills 3 and 4

Phonetic Skill 3 (add -ing)
+go +be         

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -ed, -ing)
+poke +rate +save +joke
+bake +scrape +wipe +smile

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -est)
+fine +ripe +late +cute    

We are going to be saving the finest grapes for the prince.

Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to 
Phonetic Skills 3 and 4

Phonetic Skill 3 (add -ing)
+go +be         

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -ed, -ing)
+fade +hike +wade +rake
+wipe +smile +like +skate

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -er)
+bake +late +fine +tone    

She is going to be the finest baker.

Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to 
Phonetic Skills 3 and 4

Phonetic Skill 3 (add -ing)
+go +be         

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -ed, -ing)
+like +tame +site +bake
+hope +rake +scrape +file

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -er)
+brave +wise +tone +tame    

We all liked baking the cake.

Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to 
Phonetic Skills 3 and 4

Phonetic Skill 3 (add -ing)
+go +be         

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -ed, -ing)
+time +smile +name +hope
+mute +vote +phone +wipe

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -er)
+wise +ripe +drive +cute    

The driver was not driving fast.
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Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to 
Phonetic Skills 3 and 4

Phonetic Skill 3 (add -ing)
+go +be         

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -ed, -ing)
+grade +blame +slope +shave
+hike +scrape +bake +joke

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -est)
+fine +wide +late +cute    

We hiked to the top of the hill later in the day.

Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to 
Phonetic Skills 3 and 4

Phonetic Skill 3 (add -ing)
+go +be         

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -ed, -ing)
+file +hike +ice +joke
+smile +tame +graze +shape

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -er)
+cute +wise +bake +brave    

He is older than her, but she is braver.

Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to 
Phonetic Skills 3 and 4

Phonetic Skill 3 (add -ing)
+go +be         

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -ed, -ing)
+dine +name +like +judge
+bike +quake +wipe +hope

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -est)
+fine +wise +ripe +late    

We dined on the finest plates. 

Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to 
Phonetic Skills 3 and 4

Phonetic Skill 3 (add -ing)
+go +be         

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -ed, -ing)
+name +phone +save +whine
+bake +date +frame +gripe

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -er)
+wide +ripe +brave +cute    

The cutest dog whined the most.
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Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to 
Phonetic Skills 3 and 4

Phonetic Skill 3 (add -ing)
+go +be         

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -ed, -ing)
+shape +date +save +smile
+bike +ride +wipe +phone

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -est)
+fine +wide +late +cute    

We are going to be riding bikes on the new bike path.

Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to 
Phonetic Skills 3 and 4

Phonetic Skill 3 (add -ing)
+go +be         

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -ed, -ing)
+time +save +name +quake
+file +whine +chime +shade

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -er)
+fine +ripe +late +cute    

They named the new cat Socks.

Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to 
Phonetic Skills 3 and 4

Phonetic Skill 3 (add -ing)
+go +be         

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -ed, -ing)
+bike +joke +wade +phone
+mute +vote +smile +shape

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -est)
+cute +fine +wise +ripe    

I voted for the wisest man.

Lesson 48: Adding Suffixes to 
Phonetic Skills 3 and 4

Phonetic Skill 3 (add -ing)
+go +be         

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -ed, -ing)
+smile +date +frame +name
+grade +whine +flake +shave

Phonetic Skill 4 (add -er)
+brave +cute +ripe +wise     

The cutest dog in the pet shop was smiling at Grace. 




